Stereoelectronic interactions in cyclohexane, 1,3-dioxane, 1, 3-oxathiane, and 1,3-dithiane: W-effect, sigma(C)(-)(X) <--> sigma(C)(-)(H) interactions, anomeric effect-what is really important?
Stereoelectronic effects proposed for C-H bonds in cyclohexane, 1, 3-dioxane, 1,3-oxathiane, and 1,3-dithiane were studied computationally. The balance of three effects, namely, sigma(C)(-)(X) --> sigma(C)(-)(H)()eq, sigma(C)(-)(H)()eq --> sigma(C)(-)(X), and n(p)(X) --> sigma(C)(-)(H)()eq interactions, was necessary to explain the relative elongation of equatorial C(5)-H bonds. The role of homoanomeric n(p) --> sigma(C(5))(-)(H)()eq interaction is especially important in dioxane. In dithiane, distortion of the ring by long C-S bonds dramatically increases overlap of sigma(C(5))(-)(H)()eq and sigma(C)(-)(S) orbitals and energy of the corresponding hyperconjugative interaction. Anomeric n(p)(X) --> sigma(C)(-)(H)()ax interactions with participation of axial C-H bonds dominate at C(2), C(4), and C(6). The balance of hyperconjugative interactions involving C-H(ax) and C-H(eq) bonds agrees well with the relative bond lengths for all C-H(ax)/C-H(eq) pairs in all studied compounds. At the same time, the order of one-bond spin-spin coupling constants does not correlate with the balance of stereoelectronic effects in dithiane and oxathiane displaying genuine reverse Perlin effect.